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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
We are currently in the middle of a second quantum revolution where the rules
discovered a century ago to understand the quantum world are being applied to
develop new quantum technologies [1]. Yet, most of the understanding of quan-
tum physics is developed from the orthodox (also known as the Copenhagen)
interpretation of the quantum phenomena [2], [3]. However, the orthodox
theory has important difficulties in providing an intuitive view of quantum
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technologies because it states that a
quantum object has only real prop-
erties when it is measured by an
observer. This view of the reality
of quantum objects is unnatural to
engineers and, thus, is ignored by
them when analyzing their real-
world devices. What is natural to
engineers is to imagine that the
reality of an object (their proper-
ties) is independent of whether the
object is measured or not.

There are other quantum theo-
ries [4]–[10] that have no empir-
ical contradiction with the results
of the orthodox theory, yet they
are fully compatible with the engi-
neer’s natural view of reality. Engi-
neers, consciously or unconsciously,
avoid the orthodox reality and
adopt the much more familiar
notion of reality, independent of
the observer, offered by these other
quantum theories [4]–[10]. Does
the adoption of this natural real-
ity for quantum objects create
any incompatibility with quantum
physics? Not at all. Here, we will
examine the reasons why engineers
avoid the orthodox notion of reality,
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and we will justify the scientific
viability of using a more natural
view of quantum phenomena, where
the observers play no fundamental
role. To the best of our knowledge,
the ideas explained in this article are
not common in the literature because
the “shut up and calculate” attitude
[11], [12] has been impressed upon
young engineers.

First, however, we give a brief sum-
mary of the essence of the ortho-
dox theory and its dependence on the
observer. Then, we show how other
approaches (or interpretations) sup-
port the engineer’s choice for design-
ing quantum technologies and then
turn to some examples of this in quan-
tum electron devices.

A. Reality From Orthodox
Quantum Mechanics

In the orthodox theory, an isolated
quantum object (such as an electron)
is described by a wave function ψ(�r, t),
which is the essential (ontological)
element of the orthodox theory [3].
In the nonrelativistic regime in which
we are interested,1 the evolution in
time of such wave functions is given
by the Schrödinger equation [13].
In the orthodox theory, the reality
of the property A of an electron
(such as its position or its velocity)
is defined through the eigenvalue–
eigenstate link [2], [3]. Each property
A of the electron is defined through an
operator Â. Such an operator has dif-
ferent eigenfunctions ψa(�r), each with
its own eigenvalue, which is the value
of the property A of the electron when
described by that specific eigenfunc-
tion. Since the Schrödinger equation
is linear, in general, it is possible for
the isolated system to be described by
a sum (linear superposition [3]) of the
different possible eigenfunctions.

For example, let us assume that we
want to measure the location of an
electron, to the left or the right of
a barrier, during a tunneling process.

1Throughout this article, we will focus only
on nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. We are
not discussing universal theory of everything.
We just want to find an appropriate theory
to explain the performances of quantum elec-
tron devices. See Section III for an enlarged
discussion.

At the end of the tunneling process
and before the measurement,
the whole wave function contains
the eigenfunction ψL(�r, t) for a
particle to the left of the barrier
(reflected component) and the
eigenfunction ψR(�r, t) of the particle
to the right of the barrier (transmitted
component). However, we know
from measurements in the laboratory
that the charge of an electron
(q = −1.6 · 10−19 C) cannot be
located at both sides of the barrier.
The electron is either transmitted or
reflected, but not half-transmitted and
half-reflected! A measurement of the
location will define on which side the
electron exists.

To understand why, in a measure-
ment process, we can obtain a well-
defined location of the charge of
an electron, either in the left (emit-
ter or source) contact or in the right
(collector or drain) contact, the ortho-
dox theory needs to introduce an
extra equation (different from the
Schrödinger equation) named the col-
lapse law to describe the state reduc-
tion [2], [3]. This new equation of
motion can only be invoked dur-
ing a measurement process, and it
selects only a single eigenfunction
from the superposition of transmitted
and reflected components.2 For exam-
ple, if the measured location of the
charge is on the left, the evolution
of the wave function during the mea-
surement is ψ(�r, t) → ψL(�r, t). Then,
the property of the electron (in our
example, its left or right location) is
well defined. If we stop measuring
the system, the new (postcollapse)
wave function evolves following the
Schrödinger equation into a new
superposition ψL(�r, t) → ψ(�r, t). The
previous well-defined location of the
electron is lost; it is undefined once
again.

Thus, in general, the electron has
no well-defined position and no well-
defined velocity (except if the wave

2Here, for simplicity, we are assuming a
strong or projective measurement. Later, in
Section II, when discussing a real electron
device, we will show that this tunneling process
is, in fact, a weak or indirect measurement.

function is an eigenfunction of one
of these properties). Does the elec-
tron exist when it has none of its
properties well defined? If we use
the natural definition of existence
inherited from our common sense
(particles exist because they have
some well-defined properties, in par-
ticular, the position in our ordinary
3-D space), the orthodox theory
implies an intermittent reality for
electrons. In fact, if we are dealing
with systems with many electrons,
each one with the position degrees of
freedom indicated by �r i, then, most
of the time, the electron is just a part
of the nebulous many-particle wave
function Ψ(�r1

,�r2
, . . . ,�rN

, t) living in
a huge 3N-dimensional configuration
space.

Let us emphasize that the orthodox
theory is not stating that we ignore
the properties of the electrons because
we have experimental limitations to
access information about their loca-
tion. The orthodox theory is directly
stating that the properties themselves
are undefined, unless the property
is measured. This dependence of the
quantum reality on the fact of mea-
surement was brought to quantum
mechanics by Bohr [2] and presum-
ably follows a philosophical basis pop-
ular in the late 19th century (and
even into post-World War I Europe)
inspired by what was called the
Vienna Circle. It is famously repre-
sented by Ernst Mach [14] who did
not believe in atoms because he could
not see them. The orthodox theory
has persisted in negating the reality
of what cannot be explicitly measured
to this day without much public con-
troversy because, as Gell-Mann put
it [15], “The fact that an adequate
philosophical interpretation [of quan-
tum mechanics] has been delayed
so long is no doubt caused by the
fact that Niels Bohr brainwashed a
whole generation of theorists into
thinking that the job was done
50 years ago.”

B. Reality in Alternative Views
of Quantum Mechanics

As indicated in the introduction,
there are other quantum theories that
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do not rely on the observer for defin-
ing reality. These alternative theories
appeared from the very beginning of
quantum mechanics with the works
of de Broglie [4], Madelung [5], and
Kennard [6] who pointed out that
quantum phenomena, although more
exotic than classical ones, do not
require one to throw away our clas-
sical notion of reality. As Kennard
puts it [6]: “. . . Each element of the
probability moves in the Cartesian
space of each particle as that parti-
cle would move according to New-
ton’s laws under the physical force
plus a ‘quantum force’. . . ” The Bohm
theory3 [9], [16], [17] is one of these
alternative quantum approaches. We
will adopt it as an example of how
the dynamics of quantum objects can
be fully understood without negating
their reality.

According to Bohmian mechan-
ics, an electron has a particle and
a wave nature. The particle-like
nature is given by a well-defined
(property) position in our ordinary
3-D space, �r(t), at any time t. The
wave-like nature is given by the
same wave function ψ(�r, t) discussed
previously, which guides the par-
ticle via a velocity field defined
from the classical force and the
quantum force, where the latter is
derived from the squared magni-
tude of the wave function. Hence,
the particle will have a well-defined
trajectory.

The initial position �r(t0) has to be
fixed according to the probability dis-
tribution |ψ(�r, t0)|2. As what happens
when we prepare several identical
experiments with a gas of classical
particles (that we can fix the vol-
ume and the temperature, but not the
initial positions of the particles), for
identically prepared quantum exper-
iments with exactly the same wave
function ψ(�r, t), we cannot fix the ini-
tial positions of the particles. Then,
when repeating exactly the same

3The Bohm theory is also known, in
the literature, as the Bohmian mechanics,
the de Broglie–Bohm theory, the pilot-wave
model, and the causal interpretation of quan-
tum mechanics.

quantum experiment (with the same
wave function), we can have different
trajectories that involve different out-
puts. This is the origin of the quantum
uncertainty according to the Bohm
theory [16]–[18].

The measurement of property A
of the electron requires an interac-
tion between the electron itself and
the measuring apparatus. As such,
new degrees of freedom have to
be included in the many-particle
wave function. Thus, there is a
back action of the apparatus on the
electron, and vice versa. In tech-
nical words, the Bohmian theory is
contextual [16], [17], [19]. As what
happens with the orthodox theory,
the wave function that guides, now,
the electron is the many-particle
wave function Ψ(�r1

,�r2
, . . . ,�rN

, t) in
the 3N-dimensional space. However,
the crucial point is that the electron of
the system has well-defined properties
in our ordinary 3-D space before and
after the measurement. Even though
the measurement can modify the elec-
tron trajectory, it has no special role
in defining the reality of the electron.
In this sense, this theory is named
a “quantum theory without observer,”
and its view of quantum reality is
very close to the classical reality and,
thus, very natural for us. As we will
see in Section II, this is exactly how
engineers think on quantum electron
devices.

II. H O W E N G I N E E R S
U N D E R S TA N D Q U A N T U M
E L E C T R O N D E V I C E S ?
We argue in this section that engi-
neers, in fact, ignore the orthodox
version of the quantum reality when
explaining their work. Engineers have
developed their own way of think-
ing of quantum phenomena, where
the observers play no role at all.
The (very) bad news for the ortho-
dox theory is that this engineering
way of thinking is not a naïve one,
but it is able to satisfactorily and
accurately explain all quantum phe-
nomena. In fact, they are follow-
ing the alternative view of quantum
mechanics seen above. Let us explain
this conclusion by considering a real

semiconductor device as our quantum
system and the electrical current at
frequencies close to 1 THz as the prop-
erty A of the quantum system that we
are looking for.

A. Natural Explanation From a
Bohm-Like Reality

In Fig. 1(a), we illustrate a typ-
ical graphene field-effect transistor
(GFET) that is a research-level elec-
tron device where transport needs to
be understood through quantum laws
because of the possible presence of
spatial quantization and the appear-
ance of the Klein tunneling [20]. The
passage of electrons from the source
and drain contacts, through the 2-D
graphene structure, is controlled by
the voltage in the gate contacts, just
as in any other FET.

In Fig. 1(b), we see three differ-
ent current–voltage characteristics of
the GFET. The conduction band (CB)
corresponds to electrons above the
Dirac point and the valence band (VB)
below (the Dirac point is the point of
zero momentum where the CB and
VB touch in graphene, which has no
bandgap). The blue (square) dashed
curve in Fig. 1(b) corresponds to the
scenario where electrons are injected
from both CB and VB from the zero-
gap graphene [21], [22]. Contrary
to normal transistors, we see in the
blue curve that there is no satura-
tion current since applying more volt-
age between the source and drain
leads to more carriers traveling from
the source to drain from the VB in
the source contact to the CB in the
drain contact [23]. The electrons in
the VB at the source contact will be
able to reach the CB in the drain
contact because they can be transmit-
ted through any potential shape with
probability close to 1 due to Klein
tunneling. On the other hand, in the
dashed light blue (diamond) curve,
we allow only injection from the CB.
Then, the current saturates because,
after the voltage reaches the Fermi
energy value, the same fixed number
of electrons from the CB are injected
independent of the applied voltage.
See the bottom inset in Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a dual-gate GFET. The central (pink) region corresponds to the

device active region of the GFET and the surface SD where the electrical current is

evaluated. (b) Simulated current–voltage characteristic for three simulated GFETs with

bottom and top gates biased at 0 V. The dashed lines are for the ballistic transport: the

dark blue (square) one represents normal graphene injection (electrons injected from both

the CB and VB), and the light blue (diamond) line represents electrons injected only from

the CB. In the orange solid (triangle) curve, dissipation due to acoustic and optical phonons

is taken into account. The insets sketch different energy profiles for different scenarios.

Finally, in the orange solid (triangle)
curve, dissipation due to acoustic and
optical phonons is considered. This
last curve confirms that the electron
transport is mainly ballistic [21], [22].

In the following section, we ana-
lyze whether such a typical GFET
explanation can be supported by the
orthodox reality. The answer will be
negative as can be anticipated by the
fact that we have been able to explain
the performance of the GFET as if the
electrons were real (inside the active
region) without any mention of their
measurement. However, as we see in
Section I-A, the orthodox version of
quantum mechanics explained in text-
books links the reality of electrons to
their explicit measurement.

B. Difficulties of the
Orthodox-Like Reality

Let us start by pointing out that the
simple (and innocent) sentence, “car-
riers traveling from the source to the

drain,” is forbidden in the orthodox
theory. Without the direct measure-
ment of electron positions, the ortho-
dox theory says that the electron has
no location and no velocity at all.
An obedient orthodox follower has to
explain the GFET performance using
the tools offered by direct observa-
tion (measurement). If we take the
orthodox theory seriously, we have
to accept that the plot in Fig. 1(a),
and all such plots found in all text-
books, is unacceptable as we have
well-defined locations of the different
parts/atoms of the nanoscale electron
device without explicitly measuring
them.

Since the orthodox reality depends
on the measurement, and the mea-
surement is modeled by an opera-
tor, the engineer has to establish the
operator that corresponds to the mea-
surement of the current in the GFET.
At the first sight, it seems that we can
model the orthodox measurement

by collapsing the wave function of
the electrons in the active region into
an eigenstate of the current oper-
ator, as dictated by the orthodox
eigenstate–eigenvalue link.

When blindly following this recipe,
a curve like in Fig. 2(b) requires a
continuous measurement. If we make
a quantum measurement immediately
after the first one, we get the same
eigenvalue (the same value of the cur-
rent), not the fluctuations seen in
the figure. This contradiction has its
origin in the so-called quantum Zeno
paradox [24].

Another problem that appears
when trying to model the measure-
ment of the current by an operator Â is
that the current plotted in Fig. 1(b) is
the dc current that is directly related
to the particle current, defined by
the number of electrons crossing
from left to right minus the electron
traversing the device in the opposite
direction per unit time. However,
this particle current is not what is
measured in the ammeter of Fig. 2(a).
The measured current corresponds
to Fig. 2(b), which includes the
particle and displacement current.
The displacement current is propor-
tional to the time derivative of the
electrical field [25], [26]. It is not
obvious how to define eigenfunctions
for the displacement current.

The reason why we are looking
for the proper orthodox operator Â
is because we want to recover the
reality of electrons crossing the active
region by means of the measurement
of the total electrical current. The
drama, as we explain in the follow-
ing, is that a proper orthodox mea-
surement of the total current implies
negating the reality of the electrons
in the active region at any time.
As shown in Fig. 2(a), the mea-
surement of the electrical current
takes place in the ammeter located
far from the active region of the
device [25], [26]. There is no mea-
suring apparatus on the surface SD of
the GFET active region in Fig. 1(a).
The ammeter, by construction, effec-
tively measures the electrical current
flowing through the surface SA in
Fig. 2(a). Then, the orthodox collapse
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the active region of the GFET plus the typical setup for measuring

the electrical current with the surfaces SD where the electrical current is computed and SA
where the electrical current is effectively measured. (b) Simulated total (particle plus

displacement) electrical current as a function of time for the GFET of Fig. 1 when the

bottom and top gates are biased at 0 V and the drain-source bias is 0.06 V. The type of

simulation is without dissipation and electrons injected from the CB and VB. It corresponds

to the dark blue (square) dashed line of Fig. 1.

only affects the degree of freedom
related to the ammeter [27]. Due to
the interaction among electrons in the
ammeter, cable, and active region, the
output current given by the ammeter
provides indirect (but valuable) infor-
mation on the electrical current of our
electrons inside the active region. This
type of indirect measurement of the
active region is named weak measure-
ment in the literature [27]. It is differ-
ent from the required direct or strong
measurement of the electrons inside
the active region, which is the manda-
tory type of measurement to ensure
that the electrons have well-defined
orthodox properties (eigenvalues).
In weak measurements, the elec-
trons in the active region suffer a
small perturbation due to small back
action from the collapsed electrons
in the ammeter. In fact, the strong
(and bizarre) collapse mentioned in
Section I-A for the electrons traversing
the active region, ψ(x, t) → ψL(x, t),
does not occur in a weak measure-
ment. This means that the many-
particle wave function of the electrons
inside the GFET after the weak mea-
surement is still a superposition of
eigenfunctions. At first sight, avoiding

the collapse of the wave function in
the active region seems a nice sce-
nario to recover the faith in the ortho-
dox view of quantum reality. However,
the electrons in the active region are
always a superposition of eigenfunc-
tions without well-defined properties.
As Ernst Mach [14] negated the real-
ity of the atoms because he could
not see them, the orthodox theory
negates the reality of the electrons
inside the active region because they
are not (strongly) measured. How
can we develop an orthodox intuition
about the dynamics of electrons inside
the active device region if the elec-
trons are not located there? Orthodox
quantum mechanics does not describe
electrons inside the active region as
matter moving in 3-D space (as Bohm
trajectories did) but as a nebulous
many-particle wave function in the 3N
configuration space (with simultane-
ous reflected and transmitted compo-
nents for all of them).

C. Mixing Realities
We have shown that the “shut up

and calculate” attitude [11], [12]
in quantum devices (or quantum tech-
nologies, in general [28]), without

worrying about the reality behind the
orthodox mathematics, implies diffi-
culties in creating a healthy intuition
about them. Here, we show that this
attitude can also lead to erroneous
computations.

An electron device is a many-
particle open system working far from
thermodynamic equilibrium, yet still
following quantum laws. In this sense,
it is one of the most difficult physical
systems that humans can try to sim-
ulate and forces us to make impor-
tant approximations (simplifications).
One typical strategy for simplifying
the computational burden is what is
known as multiscale modeling. Some
parts are modeled with standard
quantum tools, for example, the band
structure, while others, for example,
the transport of electrons, are mod-
eled with semiclassical tools [29].
However, one is usually not aware
that such multiscale modeling also
involves matching multiscale realities
of a unique world. How can an ortho-
dox quantum reality of our world
be matched with a classical reality?
Perhaps, the most common mistake
due to this multiscale mismatch of
reality appears when trying to com-
bine quantum electron transport with
classical Maxwell’s equations. Such
a self-consistent combination appears
necessary, for example, when mod-
eling nanoelectronic devices at THz
frequencies. In the classical case, the
reality of the charge and current
is independent of the measurement
process, while, in the orthodox theory,
the charge only becomes real when
it is measured. The typical wrong
solution to avoid the nightmare of
including the quantum measurement
in the orthodox quantum modeling
is just assuming that the wave func-
tion at any time is equal to the elec-
tron charge density. However, we have
already clarified before that the wave
function in a tunneling process just
describes left and right probabilities in
different experiments, not the instan-
taneous electron charge density.

This multiscale problem is basically
a special case of a more general
problem known as the quantum-
to-classical transition, that is, the
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question of how effectively classical
systems and well-defined properties
(positions) for the objects around us
emerge from the underlying quantum
domain [30]. Most of these practical
and conceptual problems go away if
we adopt the reality of an observer-
less quantum theory and its ontol-
ogy. Indeed, the use of the observer-
less approach described in Section I-
B has already penetrated into prac-
tice. The motion of the particles in
the GFET above is guided by an
additional quantum force, which has
already appeared in device modeling
[31], [32] and is included in many
commercial packages for such simula-
tion. More advanced incorporation of
quantum effects in a MOSFET utilizes
a quantum potential as an integral
correction to the self-consistent poten-
tial in the device [33]. Again, this
approach is finding its way into com-
mercial software packages for device
simulation. In addition, the numer-
ical simulations of this work have
been done from the BITLLES simu-
lator using a description of electrons
as Bohmian trajectories guided by the
wave function [34].

III. S U M M A R Y A N D F I N A L
R E M A R K S
A theory allows one to predict some
range of physical phenomena. Such
predictions are formally obtained
from the outputs of the equations of
motion of the essential elements of
the theory. Such essential elements
make up the reality (the ontology) of
the theory. A proper knowledge of the
reality behind a physical theory allows
us to develop an intuitive under-
standing of the empirical phenom-
ena described by such theory without
explicitly solving the complex mathe-
matical equations of motion. Despite

its extraordinary predictive successes,
the orthodox theory of quantum
mechanics provides an indigestible
view of reality: quantum objects (such
as electrons) are defined as part of a
nebulous many-particle wave function
with no well-defined properties, until
such properties are explicitly mea-
sured. On the contrary, the intuitive
understanding of quantum phenom-
ena followed by engineers invokes a
reality of quantum properties inde-
pendent of whether or not they are
measured. Such a natural notion of
the reality of quantum objects is sup-
ported by alternative quantum theo-
ries where the observer plays no role.

We also argue that doing quantum
computations with a “shut up and
calculate” attitude [11], [12] while
unconsciously using another theory to
develop the intuition that explains the
computations is a schizophrenic sit-
uation. A correct intuition needs to
be based on a proper knowledge of
the fundamental (ontologic) elements
of the theory. One solution, strongly
supported by the present authors, is to
recognize that the orthodox view is
an effective theory, whose justifica-
tion at the fundamental level comes
from a quantum theory, without
observers, that supports a natural def-
inition of quantum reality. With this
point of view, engineers can take the
best of both worlds simultaneously
and avoid having to pay the price
of an “incomprehensible” quantum
reality.

We are not demanding here that
the true reality of our world is the
one provided by the observerless the-
ory. All physical theories are wrong
when applied outside of their regime
of validity. What we defend in this
article is that approaches, such as
the Bohm theory, are excellent tools

for engineers to help understand the
quantum world. They exactly repro-
duce all quantum phenomena, and
they allow a very familiar and natural
view of quantum reality. In the same
way, one says that classical mechan-
ics, although incomplete, is a very
useful theory upon which architects
can build their houses or aeronautical
engineers can develop their airplanes.
Similarly, engineers also merit a sim-
ple and intuitive understanding to
develop quantum technologies. There
is no point in explaining the quan-
tum world by invoking complicated
explanations of the quantum reality
when more natural and familiar views
are easily available. The natural intu-
ition of engineers about the reality
of quantum objects, independent of
the measurement, is a healthy intu-
ition. It can be perfectly cultivated to
anticipate the behavior of any quan-
tum device without fear of being
betrayed by its simplicity. Demystify-
ing the “incomprehensible” quantum
world is a mandatory step if our soci-
ety really wants to move from quan-
tum science to quantum engineering
and achieve the expected goals of
the second quantum revolution.
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